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Concepts addressed:  
Global cultural diffusion and interaction - movement of peoples, goods, and ideas  
 

1. Background to the European "Age of Exploration"  
A. Map "craze" - increasing numbers of local, regional, "European" and world maps improved 

knowledge, made more aware of unknowns 
B. Inaccuracies in old world view via Ptolemy (reprinted 1477 indicated new enthusiasm for 

geography)  
C. European lack of precious metals - little gold and silver on continent, few goods of sufficient 

worth to get those metals in large quantities as payment for exports, growing trade deficit 
with Asia  

D. Desire to get around middle-men in trade with Asia - quest for more direct route  
E. As monarchies grew in wealth and control, more competitive for power, prestige  
F. Myth of Prestor John - Christian-led kingdom somewhere in Africa  
G. G. With Catholic Reformation, Jesuits developed skills and drive for conversions and 

education - seconded by Dominicans, Franciscans  
2. The European "Age of Exploration"  

A. Portuguese initiatives under Prince Henry "the Navigator"  
i. Ceuta (Morocco)  

ii. Bartolomeu Diaz rounded the "Cape of Good Hope" (1488)  
iii. Vasco da Gama reached India (1498)  
iv. Created factoria (Eng: factors) in India (e.g. Goa)  
v. Reached China (1514)  

B. Christopher Columbus (d. 1506)  
i. Blend of religious, commercial/economic, political motives for voyages and funding  

ii. Funding by Ferdinand and Isabella of Spain in year Reconquista completed (defeat 
of Muslims in Grenada, 1492)  

iii. Three major voyages  
iv. Reasons for "failure" - miscalculations of earth's circumference and, thus, likely 

distance from Spain to Asia  
v. Found areas such as Cuba, Cayman Islands, Hispaniola (Haiti! Dominican Republic)  

C. Magellan reached the Pacific (1521) - circumnavigation  
D. Treaty of Tordesillas (1494) - the pope mediated deal between Spain and Portugal to prevent 

war over newly found areas - All lands west of 46°37' W to Spain; all lands to the east to 
Portugal  

E. Conquistadors in the "New World"  
i. Hernando Cortez - conquest of Aztecs in Mexico  

ii. Pizarro - conquest of Inca in Peru  
iii. Brutality, greed reflected experience of Reconquista in Spain  

F. Explorations by French, English in North America - quest for the Northwest Passage by 
Jacques Cartier  - English found White Sea (1553) and thus ocean route to Russia Archangel 
as new port  

3. Through exploration, Atlantic Ocean opened as trading route  
A. Wealthy, commercial class clustered along Atlantic coast in growing trading ports/cities  
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B. Naval power increasingly crucial- enabled emergence of Dutch, British as world powers 
despite lack of territorial army  

C. Population growth as new, cheap crops arrived from Americas - ego potato  
D. New reliance on sugar, tobacco  
E. Increased knowledge of other cultures by Europeans - but also perceived cause for arrogance, 

prejudice - Either race consciousness or cultural relativism resulted from pondering other 
cultures  

F. Appearance of Jesuits and other missionaries in Asia, the Americas - St. Francis Xavier led 
Jesuit efforts in India, Indonesia, Japan in mid-16th century  

G. Shifts in power among Europeans - Venetians lost out as Portuguese able to import spices for 
1/5 price - Spain gained immense wealth and power but would not be able to sustain  

4. Slave Trade  
A. Replacement for American Indians killed through forced labor, diseases  
B. Converted American Indians protected by Church to certain extent  
C. By 1560, at least 100,000 Africans brought to Americas  
D. Trade lasted for +200 years - far more enslaved Africans than European settlers prior to 1800  

5. Other changes in Europeans' experiences of the world  
A. Fewer pilgrimages and more "travel" - creation of the Grand Tour for wealthy young men  
B. Development of permanent ambassadors  
C. Mercenaries hired in the 30 Years' War might travel long distances, mingle with others of 

different national origins  
D. Emergence of a sense of Europe as not "Christendom" but still a culturally-distinct unit  
E. Print enabled authors and scholars to spread their ideas faster and to more people  
F. Slight improvements in roads and better postal systems by the 17th century in England, France 

also gave Europeans greater sense of each other  


